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Structured Energy Mobile System

-Mission critical energy when and where it is needed, STAT-
-To help offset your high energy bill-
The SPGT-3.5kw Plug & Play Grid Tied Solar PV or
- For on demand critical energy requirements-
-SPBB-3.5kw Battery on Demand Solar Generator-

Versatile - mobile with SEMS unique stow & fold functions. SEMS offers you mobility like no other system available to date.

No fuel source needed to run like traditional generators, no tow hitch
just roll out and unfold, producing immediate energy for remote, inaccessible terrain.

The SEMS affords you two models to custom fit your energy needs-
Large, expensive, fully installed-integrated solar pv systems are not always everyone's answer-
Your energy-Your choice
SEMS- Versatility & Mobility

Our SEMS SP Series offers unparalleled mobility & functionality in one simple compact design. From a stowed position just manually roll out & unfold SEMS for optimum sunlight placement. With its on board compass for easy azimuth positioning and simple fold out array design SEMS has re-defined mobile energy. Easy to handle & easy positioning with it's caster- axle wheel design for ease of versatility and placement.

Rugged 12" inflated knobby wheels- 8" Body Clearance-Shock absorption pads- 50' 240v extension plug- 240v Breaker-outlet kit- Onboard Power Inverter- 5kw Lithium ION Battery
SEMS - Set & Go
Easy to maneuver from the stowed position - Heavy duty steering handle - caster axle wheel design, for vertical & parallel placement - rugged off road tire package - Shock absorbing energy pads for a durable all terrain placement - On Board compass for optimum south facing azimuth - Integrated stabilizing jacks - Easy fold-out design - Two Models with or with out battery back up - SPGT-3.5kw Plug & Play 5kw on board inverter - Grid Tied kit offers traditional grid tied functionality immediate energy with no back-up. Perfect for offsetting high energy usage. SPBB-3.5kw Battery On Demand Solar Generator 5kw Lithium ION Battery - 120v outlets - 240v outlets On board Hybrid Inverter with Inverter kit for emergencies or recreation.